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The planet Earth

The planet’s atmosphere plays a key role for heat preservation, while it is affected by planet’s mass and E/M field. The world’s 
electric production has almost tripled in the last century. Along with Earth’s inherited motion, the electrification of our 

home planet has increased its E/M field, which causes global re-climate/gas retaining or warming. It is evidenced by the 
tremendous increase of the Earth’s lightning/storms in the past twenty years. The global warming is not about temperature or 
sea water upsurge. It is all about the accelerated water lost! It is evidenced with glaciers liquefying. Ice serves an essential H2O 
preservation by slowing its evaporating for any planets/asteroids. Our earth has already lost a quarter of its H2O. The current 
trend of our civilization is to accelerate rather than decelerate earth’s inevitable desertification-a hastened suicidal process 
committed by humans to eradicate humans entirely. To save our oasis planet for next generation, I have envisioned a roadmap 
for cosmos reconstructive engineering known as “global and regional environment catastrophe prevention and restoration or 
GRE-CPR” which is frequently dubbed as “Earth CPR”. Earth CPR focuses on planet’s waste disposition and recycling. Similar 
to your hospital visit, a simple and straightforward physics/modern medicine has been developed to preserve oxygen and water 
for your malfunctioned organs. It is now a 911 calling for the birth of our new space industry for your dysfunctional planet.
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